
Backward Planning

Backward planning is an effective time management tool that will help you create a set of instructions and 
a production timeline for your organization event. By planning an event backwards, it is easier to confirm that 
every component has been accomplished.

Where to Start?
1. Define the end result (i.e. host Fall BBQ event)

2. Determine the date for the end result 

3. Set your goals for the event (i.e. increased attendance, more diverse audience, reach out to more areas of campus, 
partner with another group on campus, etc.)

4. Make a list of everything that needs to be completed prior to the event that you must do to achieve your goals:

d Secure a venue
d Develop an event budget
d Solicit/apply for additional funding
d Secure food and beverage vendor
d Schedule appointment with Student Activities Policy Advisor (if event is on campus)
d Obtain appropriate permits
d Get security (if necessary)
d Secure parking (if necessary)
d Order tables and chairs
d Invite speakers
d Send save the date to special guests
d Decide and book a back-up location (if event is outside)
d Print nametags
d Schedule planning meetings
d Publicize event to the campus

5. Assign appropriate due dates to each task. Using a calendar, plot the tasks on the calendar (starting with the day  
of the event and working back to present day). Remember to consider any smaller components of the task that need 
to be completed.

d For example, if the task is apply for additional funding, you will need to include the due date 
of the application on your calendar first.

d Then consider all the things that have to happen to get funding: develop a funding commit-
tee, explore all funding options, decide on best options, complete the application, proofread 
application, etc.

6. Once the tasks are identified and plotted on the calendar, it is important to assign tasks to individuals. Be sure to  
communicate the timeline expectations for each task.

7. Ensure that you touch base with each individual on a regular basis to track her/his progress.

8. After the event, it is best to recap and evaluate the planning process for effectiveness.

Adapted from UC Berkley’s Center for Student Leadership:
http://students.berkeley.edu/files/osl/Student_Orgs/Resources/Events/Backwards%20Planning.pdf 
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